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Although audio conferencing tools connect distant
collaborators, non-native speakers (NNS) experience
difficulties when participating in multiparty audio
conferences. In particular, audio conferencing tools
challenge NNSs’ ability to follow the conversation and
reply [25]. Imperfect audio conditions (reverberations and
extraneous noise) during an audio conference also limit
NNSs’ ability to perceive speech [14,15]. Furthermore,
when NNS try to compensate for the missed information,
their ability to think about current conversational content is
likely to decline, resulting in an impaired ability to respond
[21]. These problems become prominent in multiparty
communication with mostly native speakers (NS) because
the conversation can move forward rapidly while NNS are
left behind [25]. It is therefore necessary for system
designers to understand and lessen the burden imposed on
NNS in audio conferencing.

With computer-mediated communication (CMC) tools
allowing collaborations to span the globe, teams can
include multiple collaborators located in different countries.
Previous research shows how audio communication
supplemented by video conferencing or text transcripts
improves conversation grounding between native speakers
(NS) and non-native speakers (NNS) in one-on-one multilingual collaborations. This research investigates how
supplemental cues (video or real-time text transcripts)
support NNSs’ participation in multiparty audio
conferences. We implemented a collaborative grounding
task with triad groups of NS and NNS to investigate
possible effects. We found that NNSs’ task accuracy
dropped significantly between video+audio trials. By
comparison, NNSs’ ability to understand common ground
increased over trials in the text transcripts+audio condition.
Our results demonstrate the difficulties of common ground
establishment for NNS in multiparty collaborations and
how the development of supporting tools for multilingual
audio conferencing can aid NNSs’ communication ability.

The aim of this paper is to investigate what supplemental
cues might better support NNSs’ participation in
multilingual, multiparty audio conferences. Our study is
motivated by two sets of previous research. One is how
common ground negotiation between NS and NNS
improves with the addition of video feed to an audio
channel [23]. The second is the use of real-time text
transcripts and audio communication and its support of
NNS comprehension [17]. Although a text transcript of an
audio feed may be redundant for native speakers, it may
help the NNS recover from missed information and cues by
allowing them to view the conversation in text format. For
example, NNS in East Asian countries perform better in
reading tasks compared to listening tasks, as the education
systems focuses heavily on reading comprehension [21].
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INTRODUCTION

Audio conferencing is among the most frequently used
communication tools in global business and social
interactions. It offers a convenient and cost-effective way
for multiple collaborators located in different countries and
time zones to communicate and contribute to decisionmaking processes.

Previous research therefore leads us to the following
research question: Does adding video or real-time text
transcripts to audio conferencing assist non-native speakers
negotiate common ground communication with native
speakers? With previous studies already identifying how
adding text transcripts and video can improve
communication between native and non-native English
speakers when compared to audio only, we aim to compare
these two supplemental communication media. We further
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Groundding is the process by which conversational
particippants attemptts to establissh a commoon, shared
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understanding [9]. One way to examine peoples’ grounding
processes is to examine referential communication where
speakers and addressees work together to establish common
ground on something in the environment [5]. Once speakers
and addressees agree on the perspective included in a
common referent (the thing being described), this mapping
between the perspective (reference) and the object
(referent) indicates that participants have established
common ground.

score of 550. Overall, 12 groups participated (24 NS and 12
NNS) in total.
Task and Experiment Design

Tangram-matching tasks are frequently used to study
common ground establishment in laboratory settings (e.g.,
[26]). In a tangram-matching task, participants are
instructed to arrange an identical set of tangram figures
(black polygon silhouettes) into matching orders. In our
study, we assigned one participant the role of Leader and
gave them a set of numbered figures in a predetermined
order during each trial. The remaining participants,
Followers, were given the same figures in random orders
(i.e. each tangram was assigned a different number and
serial order than that of the Leader) (Figure 2). We
instructed the Leader to assist the Followers in matching the
tangrams with the same numbers as are on his/her sheet.

The process of grounding illustrates how the refinement of
ideas and perspectives helps collaborators decide on a
common language for communication. Once these
references are agreed upon, the supporting concepts used to
narrow down their meaning are no longer explicitly
mentioned. An example is how longer, broader descriptions
used to reference an object are later shortened to simple
words or phrases when referring back to it. This process is
known as lexical entrainment [1]. Studies on referential
communication describe how conversational participants
entrain towards an expression by abbreviating their
referring expressions in repetitive trials. Given the critical
nature of conversation grounding in collaboration, this is
our core method of evaluating common ground
establishment among participants during and after group
interaction.

Participants performed two tangram-matching trials during
each condition to examine lexical entrainment of common
references. Task sheets used between the first and second
trial had an identical, but differently ordered, set of
tangrams. A NS was always assigned as the Leader and a
Follower (NS Follower). The NNS are always the second
Follower (NNS Follower). Once assigned, roles stay
consistent for the entirety of the experiment. We
counterbalanced condition order across groups, with six
groups performing the Video condition first and six groups
completing the Text condition first. Participants would thus
perform two tangram-matching trials in two conditions for a
total of four tangram-matching trials performed over the
course of the study.

Previous research suggests that participants develop
different strategies to effectively build common ground
depending on the information available in the medium they
are using [26]. NNS who are not fluent in their non-native
language have different communication needs than NS, and
their grounding process may differ between different media
conditions. To enhance multilingual collaborations, it is
vital to understand entrainment on a common reference
within a group across different communication media.

In the Video condition, we provided a video feed showing
each participant’s face and upper torso to the other
participants (Figure 1, only the right-side screen was used
and left-side screen was turned off). Participants were not
allowed to use the video feature show their task sheets or
illustrations to their collaborators. In the Text condition, we
provided a text chat window where participants can type
direct transcripts and keywords during the task (Figure 1,
right-side screen was turned off and only the left-side
screen was used).

METHODS
Overview

We investigated how the use of either video+audio (Video
condition) or text transcripts+audio (Text condition)
impacts conversation grounding between native English
speakers (NS) and non-native English speakers (NNS) in a
multiparty (triad) collaborative setting. We used a within
subjects laboratory experimental design, with each group
performing both Video and Text conditions

In the Text condition, we asked participants to type down
the keywords or essential parts of their own utterances in a
text window. Previous research demonstrates how
imperfect text transcripts can increase NNS burden and
impair comprehension and performance [7]. In order to
maximize the positive effects of text support on NNS
grounding and comprehension, we opted to use this
participant-entered text input rather than imperfect
transcripts, even though it may impose a burden on the NS
participants. We believe that ASR and keyword extraction
techniques may be used as a substitute for human-entered

Participants

Each group consisted of three participants: two native
English speakers (NS) and one non-native English speaker
(NNS). The NNS in this experiment were Japanese native
speakers. None of the NNS participants lived in an English
speaking country for more than 2 years. We required all
NNS to have a minimum TOEIC1 English proficiency test

average level of Japanese university students (TOEIC
Program 2012 Data Analysis)

1

TOEIC: Test of English for International Communication
(http://www.ets.org/toeic). TOEIC score of 550 is about the
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T
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s
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F
Figure 2. Diagraam of experimeental material ssetup.

W
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ogle Hangoutss 2 to transmitt audio in bo
oth
cconditions and video in the Video
V
condition
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thhe web cameras so that only
y participants’ upper torso an
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ptured. Each participant’s video
v
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w
vvisible on the bottom of thee screen. As th
hey talked, each
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After tthe first trial, we asked paarticipants to ccomplete a
Tangraam Common R
Reference Survvey. After wriiting down
the ccommon refeerences, the experiment organizers
distribuuted the tangrram-matching sheets for Trrial 2. For
trials 1 and 2, the same tangram
ms were usedd, but in a
differeent serial posiition on the ppage and withh different
numbeers. After comppleting the secoond trial, the pparticipants
again ffilled in a comm
mon reference survey.

G
Google Talk was
w used during
g the Text con
ndition. The teext
cchat window was adjusted to same sizze as the video
w
window (Figuree 1).

Once ttwo trials werre finished inn the first conndition, the
experim
ment organizerrs switched thee displays and distributed
the traiining task for tthe second conndition. The remainder of
the exxperiment folloowed the sam
me pattern withh different
tangram
m-matching shheets (differentt tangrams) useed for each
conditiion. Each conddition thus connsists of two trrials, which
we labbel according the communiccation media and which
trial orrder it is. Thus, Video is spplit between Viideo 1 and
Video 2 and Text conntains Text 1 aand Text 2. Thhe tangrammatchiing sheets aassigned to each condittion were
counteerbalanced.

T
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A
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eeach tangram-m
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W
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Measu
ures

The m
measures used w
will be detaileed and discusssed as they
relate tto our findingss.
Task pperformance. We measuredd each Follow
wer’s task
perform
mance by hoow accuratelyy they complleted each
tangram
m-matching ttask (i.e., thee number off correctly
matcheed tangrams acccording to thee Leader’s tanggram sheet).
This sscore acts as an indicatioon of how suuccessfully
commoon ground waas achieved bbetween the L
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Follow
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IIn both the Video and Text
T
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ons, participan
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ccompleted an initial training
g trial with five
fi tangrams to
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t tangram-matching task an
nd
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2

Leader’s ssheet

Non-veerbal gesturess. We videootaped the connversations
with thhe same web camera used in the Video condition,
which was placed beetween both screens. We annalyzed the
w participants used nonvideo data to underrstand of how
verbal gestures duuring the groounding proccess in a
multiliingual multipaarty group. Foor non-verbal ggestures in

http://www.go
oogle.com/han
ngouts/
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this study, we focused on hand gestures and body gestures
directly relevant to the task and used to create common
ground between participants.

to the nonparametric nature and within subject design of
our study.
The results for the NS follower indicate a strong ceiling
effect. As Figure 3 shows, Trial 1 performance on both the
Video and Text conditions were close to perfect, with an
average accuracy of 0.98 on Video 1 and 0.93 on Text 1.
These averages were not statistically different (p = 0.18, Z
= -1.3). Trial 2 scores also indicated a strong ceiling effect,
with Video 2 performance averaging at 0.98 and 0.98 for
Text 2. Differences between these scores were also not
statistically significant (p=0.32, Z = -1.0).

NNSs’ Missed References The Tangram Common
Reference Survey responses indicated whether participants
share a common reference (or expression/word) to identify
each tangram during each trial. This is accomplished by
comparing each participant’s referring expressions of the
same referent (tangram). As we are interested in NNSs’
difficulties during the lexical entrainment process, we
focused on instances where both NS used the same
common reference yet the NNS did not. First, we excluded
the tangrams for which NS Followers and Leaders did not
have the same common reference. From this corpus, we
calculated the percentages of the tangrams that the NNS did
not report the same reference. This measure represents the
percent of missed references the NNS failed to
acknowledge, represented by a number between 0 and 1. 1
indicates 100% of the NNSs’ Tangram Common Reference
Survey references did not match those of the NS and 0
indicates that NNS missed no common references.

We compared Trial 1 and Trial 2 performance to investigate
the possible interaction between the continued use of a
communication channel and common ground establishment.
Comparisons between Video 1 and Video 2 demonstrated
no statistical difference (p = 1.0, Z = 0.00). A similar trend
was present between Text 1 and Text 2, with no statistical
difference observed (p = 0.10, Z = -1.6). These results
indicate that NS had little difficulty with the task and that
the supplemental communication media had little effect on
their task performance.
For the NNS, communication media did have a noticeable
effect on task performance (Figure 4). Although there was
no difference when comparing Video and Text trials of the
same order, comparison between Trials 1 and Trials 2 did
indicate one of the communication media as detrimental
during continued use.

Native Speaker Task Performance

Task Accuracy

1
0.95
0.9

Video

0.85

Text

Non-Native Speaker Task Performance

0.8

1

0.75
Trial 2

Task Accuracy

Trial 1

Figure 3. Native speaker task accuracy (1 indicating 100%
task accuracy)
RESULTS

Our results measure how lexical entrainment and grounding
between two NS (a leader and a follower) and NNS (a
follower) is impacted by the two conditions: audio+video
(Video) and audio+text transcripts (Text).

0.95
0.9

Video

0.85

Text

0.8
0.75
Trial 1

Trial 2

Figure 4. Non-native speaker task accuracy (1 indicating
100% task accuracy)

First, we present the task performance results, followed by
an analysis of the non-verbal gestures and NNSs’ Missed
References, which speak to the lexical entrainment of
common references. These results indicate how
supplementary communication channels (Video or Text)
support NNS in multiparty, multilingual communication.

Comparisons between NNSs’ Video and Text resulted in no
statistical difference between their performances: Video 1
and Text 1 (0.89 and 0.84 respectively) show no difference
in performance (p = 0.55, Z = -0.60); Video 2 and Text 2
accuracy (0.81 and 0.89 respectively) were also not
statistically different (p = 0.23, Z = -1.2). However,
comparisons between Trials 1 and 2 did show Video having
a strong effect on performance. Video 2 indicated a
statistically significant drop in performance relative to
Video 1 (p = 0.04 Z = -2.4). Interestingly, this drop is only
seen in the Video condition and not found in the Text
condition - in fact, performance seemed to improve slightly

Task Performance

We scored each Follower’s tangram-matching sheet on how
accurately participants assigned each tangram the same
number as on the Leader’s sheet. These scores range from 0
to 1, with 1 representing a perfect match and 0 indicating
that no tangrams were assigned the same number. We used
a Wilcoxon Signed Ranked test to compare our results due
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in the Text condition although the improvement was not
statistically significant (p = 0.34, Z = -0.95).

NNS Missed Reference
Ratio of missed references

The drop in performance for the NNS in the Video
condition indicates two possible difficulties for completing
the Tangram task. First is that there may be less information
(non-verbal gestures) provided by the leader through video
channel in the second trial. Another possibility is NS
Leaders may have assumed that NNS achieved common
ground and removed descriptive phrases before grounding
was achieved. This process will be visible through analysis
of the commonality of the NS and NNSs’ Survey answers.
Our subsequent analysis will focus on investigating these
possibilities.

0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
Video

0.2

Text

0.15
0.1
0.05
0
Trial 1

Trial 2

Figure 5. Non-native speaker Missed Reference (0 indicating
no missed references)

Video Task Gestures

During the Video condition, the video channel was mainly
used for providing supplemental non-verbal information.
This information is normally provided by the Leader to
clarify or provide further details on how a tangram looked
or details that differentiate similar Tangrams. An example
is the following excerpt:

While we found a consistent trend in NNS missing fewer
references in the Text condition, the differences were not
significant: the difference of average NNS Missed
References scores between Video 1 (0.35) and Text 1 (0.29)
were not significantly different (p = 0.50, Z=-0.67). We
found the same between Video 2 (0.28) and Text 2 (0.19) (p
= 0.20, Z = -1.3).

Leader: Number 4, it’s almost like he has a big martini
glass (pretends to hold martini glass). He’s relaxing,
having a drink. Or maybe he’s holding some ‘ramen’
(pretends to hold bowl of soup next to face).”

Trial order again had a strong effect on the survey results.
While NNS Missed References in Video 1 and Video 2
showed no significant difference (p = 0.14, Z = -1.5), NNS
Missed References significantly decreased from Text 1 to
Text 2 (p < .05, Z = -2.7).

For the NNS, such gestures seemed useful, resulting in high
task performance in the first trial (Figure 4). Yet given the
drop in task performance between the first and second
Video conditions, a comparison was made between the
number of hand and body gestures made during Video 1
and Video 2 for possible indications of its use effecting task
performance.

These findings indicate that as groups continue
collaborating on a second trial, Text transcripts assist NNS
in repairing misunderstood common references. For
example, if both Leader and NS Follower labeled a tangram
as “hawk” during Trial 1, yet NNS Follower labeled it as
“owl”, a misunderstanding is apparent on NNSs’ part. In
Trial 2, this misunderstanding is more likely repaired by the
NNS when using supplemental real-time text transcripts.
Thus as the groups collaborate, Text transcripts are more
effective at repairing common ground misunderstandings.

As we speculated, a significant drop in the number of
gestures was detected, from 33.4 gestures per trial in Video
1 to 19.4 gestures per trial in Video 2 (p <0.01, Z=2.8).
These results show that native speakers used fewer gestures
during repeated communication, affecting NNSs’ task
performance on subsequent trials.

DISCUSSION

Common References

Our results present three findings:

We analyzed the Tangram Common Reference Surveys in
order to identify how each supplemental media allowed
NNS to detect the common reference after each trial. This
measure indicates each participant’s retention of the
common reference for each tangram used during the trial.
When some members during collaboration achieve a basis
of communication via these references, yet others do not, it
can imply misunderstandings or communication difficulties
for some participants. From this data, we calculated the
ratio of tangrams for which the NNS and NSs (NS leader
and NS follower) did not achieve the same level of lexical
entrainment. A lower number (0 being the lowest) indicates
that the NNS missed fewer common references shared
between the NS leader and the NS Follower, thus a lower
ratio being a sign of better grounding.

1.

Non-native English speaker’s (NNS) ability to match
referents with common references (ground) diminished
between Video 1 and Video 2.

2.

Native speaker leader (NS Leader) reduced the amount
of non-verbal gestures provided between Video 1 and
Video 2.

3.

NNSs’ number of Missed References decreased
between Text 1 and Text 2 (ability to detect common
references increased).

These
findings
suggest
two
factors
affecting
communication for NNS. The first is the differences
between NS and NNS in establishing and retaining common
ground through repeated communication (trials 1 and 2) as
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seen through task performance. The second is how
computer-mediation mitigates these differences in common
ground establishment.

and Text condition results. During repeated trials, continued
use of Video as a supplemental communication media
resulted in a reduction in common ground establishment.
By comparison, the ratio of NNSs’ missed references
improved between Text 1 and Text 2. These results
illustrates that even when common ground is not perfectly
attained in the first trial (i.e. succeed in identifying the same
tangram but having different references), Text transcripts
may help NNS achieve common ground in subsequent trials
by repeatedly and visually showing the key referring
expressions. By doing so, NNS repair their references to the
same reference shared among other NS members. Text may
thus be a more robust supplemental communication media
compared to Video during repeated collaboration.

Differences in Common Ground Establishment between
NS and NNS

Our findings highlight the differences between NS and
NNS in establishing common ground, especially during
repeated, multiparty collaboration. As demonstrated in
Figure 3, NS had little trouble completing the tasks
accurately with either supplemental communication
medium throughout the experiment. Our results supports
previous findings [19], demonstrating NSs’ comprehension
during audio conferencing as not changing significantly
with the addition of supplemental communication media.
Between the NS leader and NS Follower, common ground
was established easily and confidently within the first trial.

Design Implications

The findings and discussion from our study support the
implementation of instant messaging and text transcriptions
for NNS collaborating with two or more NS. Especially if
the collaboration is intended to extend beyond a single
interaction among collaborators, Text is expected to provide
continued benefits to the group. Given our use of a
grounding task, our findings also demonstrate how
negotiating common ground is affected by the use of these
supplemental communication media. This understanding of
how common ground is achieved, maintained, or
deteriorated through Text or Video has significant
implications for their efficiency and use in communication.

The ease with which both NS established common ground
likely influenced Leader’s to reduce non-verbal gestures
during repeated Video trials (Video 2), as seen in our
results. Communication between NS became more efficient
and less supporting information was provided. In some
cases, NS Followers even notified Leaders that they don’t
need clarification, and dissuaded them from doing so:
Leader: John, you’re fine?
NS Follower: Yeah, I’m good. If I have a question,
I’ll let you know.

A technological implementation that would extend this
work would be to automate text chat creation. During our
study, in order to ensure accuracy, we asked NS to write
down keywords. Automating this process may reduce the
cognitive load on NS during the task. Allowing NS to edit
and correct erroneously transcripts produced by ASR
technology may also further the accuracy of this type of
implementation.

This process was not specific to our study, as lexical
entrainment and refining of established phrases or
references during collaboration is a common behavior
associated with establishing common ground [16,26]. Even
with this reduction of non-verbal information, NS
Followers’ task performance was still consistent.
NNSs’ results demonstrate that common ground is not as
easily attained for them. The reduction in tangram-matching
task performance seen in our study reflects a weak common
ground understanding for NNS. The reduction of Leader’s
non-verbal gestures likely had a large effect on NNSs’
Video 2 task performance results, with NS not
acknowledging the status of the NNS Follower’s
understanding and the value of non-verbal gestures for
NNS. NS Leaders may also have overestimated NNSs’
level of understanding, and expected verbal feedback when
common ground was not reached. Thus, just as the NS
follower’s silence indicated understanding, the same may
not have been the same for NNS. The combined effect of
NS Leader’s lack of awareness of NNSs’ imperfect
understanding as well as the positive reinforcement for
streamlined communication from the NS Follower
demonstrate how multiparty settings further tax NNS in
multilingual communications.

Our research also hints at the beneficial aspects of
combining Video and Text transcripts. During Video 1, task
accuracy was similar to those of Text, indicating that the
non-verbal gestures provided through video channel were
useful for NNS. As the drop in NNS task performance in
Video 2 coincided with a reduction of gestures, combining
the additional cues Video provided in a persistent and
reviewable manner would likely help NNS. This can be
implemented by allowing the recording of gestures over
video as they are performed. Recorded video gestures can
then be tagged with a keyword (much like our Text
condition). This allows for easier reference in the future and
allows the supplemental visual information to be
completely preserved.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our research extends previous research in computermediated multilingual collaboration by providing a
comparison of supplemental real-time transcripts or video
conferencing when used alongside audio communication in
a multiparty context. This study describes some of the

Communication Media and Common Ground
Establishment for NNS

Communication media also had a strong effect on common
ground establishment, as seen in our analysis of the Video
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